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Proposed OHS Regulations 2017 

 

Comments by   Dr Gerry Ayers 

   OHS Manager 

   CFMEU C&G Div, 

   Vic/Tas Br.  

 

     

 

 

Historically, the Victorian OHS Regulations, as part of the Victorian OHS legislative framework – 

(encompassing the OHS Act, Regulations, Compliance Codes, Industry Standards, Australian 

Standards and where applicable, various international standards) have served the Victorian workplace 

and its’ employers, employees and the general public in a positive, balanced, constructive and 

progressive manner.  

 

The following comments on the proposed Draft OHS Regulations (2017) are provided to ensure that 

this positive and balanced approach to workplace health and safety continues, and that the Regulations 

affirms a progressive and structured approach - to assist in the elimination and safe management of the 

myriad of hazards that are encountered by employees and their employers at the workplace on a day-

to-day basis. 

 

This submission will not comment on every section or proposed changes/alterations/amendments to the 

Regulations but rather, will focus on and provide comment on those sections which we, the CFMEU 

Victorian/Tasmanian Branch (Construction & General Division) deem to be important and worthy of 

discussion not just for our members and our industry, but also, where appropriate, for members of the 

public.  

 

In saying this, two of the main aims of the draft Regulations are to:  

1. Improve health and safety outcomes to workers;   and   

2. Identify and deliver savings to business without reducing safety standards.  
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We argue that to achieve such results, strong evidence and proof needs to be provided of such benefits 

and outcomes prior to alterations, amendments, additions and even removal of particular 

clauses/requirements as set out under the OHS Regulations 2004.   It is disappointing that such proof 

has failed to materialise in any robust fashion from either the Regulator and/or employers or their 

representatives on the many occasions when such alterations/changes have been made. 

 

Effective, healthy public policy and legislation needs to be founded on robust and solid evidence to 

prove their worth, so that all stakeholders have confidence in the proposed changes, alterations and 

amendments.  Failure to do this means that any change, alteration or amendment is in danger of being 

based on speculation and opinion – rather than fact.  The American politician Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

perhaps put it best when he said “…everyone is entitled to their own opinion – but you are not entitled 

to your own facts…”.   

 

Without facts and robust evidence to support a particular position – that position merely becomes an 

opinion.  All workers deserve far better than mere opinion, if they are to be truly provided with improved 

health and safety outcomes. 

 

  We are more than happy for this submission to be placed on the public record. 
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Chapter 2 – General Duties and issue resolution 

 

It is noted that the specific provision 2.1.2 ‘Provision of information, instruction and training’ has 

been removed/deleted in the new draft 2017 version.  Throughout the consultation mechanisms on the 

Regulations, there was never any evidence provided by either the regulator nor employers and their 

representatives, to either confirm or prove that this requirement was either too onerous on employers or 

indeed, that the deletion of this provision would somehow either “reduce red tape” – given that training 

is required under the Act, or somehow magically deliver savings to business without reducing safety to 

workers – which is one of the aims of the proposed Regulations. 

The failure by both the Regulator and employers to prove such claims must therefore make the 

deletion/exclusion of the clause 2.1.2 invalid.   

The CFMEU request that this specific provision for training each employee is therefore reinserted/re-

established in the regulations, to both compliment and shore-up the general duty of care provisions as 

provided under the OHS Act (2004) Section 21 2 (e). 

 

Part 3.2 Noise- Control of exposure to Noise 

We strongly disagree with the removal/deletion of the clauses 3.2.4(2) and 3.2.4(3).  These provisions 

make it clear that for an employer to provide hearing protectors, they must consider some very important 

but possibly overlooked provisions when considering the types of PPE hearing protectors.  This 

provision was, once again, never proved, nor was any evidence provided in the consultation forums, 

that this provision was either onerous or will somehow reduce red tape to/for employers.  We argue that 

the failure on behalf of both WorkSafe Victoria and employers to prove the later points, means that the 

status-quo must remain in the Regulations and this provision must be reinserted/re-established in the 

2017 version of the Regulations.   

The provisions themselves also provide a level of consistency and certainty for both employers and 

employees when deciding what type of hearing protectors may be required.       

 

Clause 3.2.5 – Written risk control plan 

This requirement under the 2007 Regulations has been removed without proof or evidence being 

provided by either the regulator or employers and their representatives of what they claim is its onerous 

nature and its costly and bureaucratic implementation.    

This continued lack of evidence and proof means that such deletion/exclusion is unfounded and must 

not be allowed to occur.   Therefore, this provision must be reinserted under what is the basis and core 

of good, sound public policy/regulation making.    

 

Part 3.3 – Prevention of Falls 

We suggest that the additional/newly inserted “Note” 2, requires much stronger and robust wording to 

ensure employers both fully understand their obligation to provide some level of fall protection 

regardless of the height at which an employee may be working at – if it is identified as necessary under 

the risk and performance based framework.  The wording must also be stronger and somewhat less 

ambiguous so the regulator can implement adherence to this requirement/note – be it specific or indeed 
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under an employer’s “due diligence/duty of care”.  The latter always being somewhat problematic in 

the “compliance and enforcement” regime as set out under the regulators doctrine.    

 

Part 3.5 – Plant 

3.5.31 – Record of inspections and maintenance 

We suggest that any plant specifically referred in Schedule Two (Plant requiring registration of design) 

must also be included in the mandatory provision for providing records of maintenance and inspection 

for that referred plant.  

 

 

Part 4.3 – Asbestos 

Division 5: Asbestos in Workplaces Subdivision 1- 225 Application of Division (2) a,b,c:  

&   

Division 6: Demolition and refurbishment where asbestos is present -  240 Application of Division  

(2) a,b&c:  

Given what we know and now that it is generally acknowledged that a vast range of products containing 

asbestos are continuing to be imported into Australia, it is not only extremely disappointing, - some 

may argue naive and even professionally negligent, but it is extremely dangerous and hazardous to 

allow such clauses into the Regulation, that assumes that asbestos is not present in a building, structure, 

ship or plant, simply because that building, structure, ship or plant has been built after 31 December 

2003.  It makes no sense whatsoever!!! 

Such an assumption directly contradicts what we know and what has been and continues to occur with 

the discovery of asbestos containing products even in new buildings being constructed today – right 

around Australia.   

In the interests of both worker and public safety, we demand the immediate removal of these clauses in 

the regulation.  Nothing less that the complete removal/deletion of these clauses (i.e. 225 (2) a,b&c and 

240 (2) a,b&c) will suffice.  

 

244 Identification and removal of asbestos before demolition or refurbishment 

Add the words “…before the refurbishment work is commenced” at the end of clause 244 (1) (a). and 

(5) (a).  

This will avoid any potential inconsistency and ambiguity. 

 

275 Requirements in respect of airborne asbestos fibres 

The levels of airborne asbestos stated in sub-section (3) and (5) of this clause are inconsistent with and 

indeed higher than those under the National Model WHS Regulations (Part 8.8 Asbestos Section 476 

(1) a & (2)).  If we, in Victoria, are to provide the “highest level of protection and improve safety 

outcomes for workers”, while also being consistent with the national harmonised framework, the 
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airborne asbestos fibre levels as stated in Section 275 – i.e. 0.05f/m, must be lowered to 0.02f/m.  We 

strongly urge this change be adopted in the 2017 Regulations.  

 

Chapter 5 – Hazardous industries 

Part 5.1 – Construction 

321 What is construction work? 

The example given at clause 321(2) c “…the pre-casting of a concrete panel “on site” (highlighted 

added) does not accurately reflect or indeed represent this process.  It is now extremely rare that “on-

site” casting of any precast panels, occurs in our industry in Victoria.  The overwhelming majority of 

precast elements are cast/made up in speciality precast panel yards.  These yards do all of what is 

described and what we know in the industry as “construction work” – that is the tying of steel 

reinforcement for the panels/elements, the forming up of the precast beds, the laying/pouring of the 

concrete, the trowelling of the concrete, the lifting of the precast bed/element with a crane, and the 

eventual stacking and loading of the element with the crane, for transportation to the construction 

project. 

The better and far more accurate description/example is currently found in the 2007 Regulations at 

clause 5.1.2 (2) c example – “An example of a prefabricated element of a structure is a concrete panel”.  

We strongly and respectfully request that this example is used (i.e. there is no change to the current 

example) rather than the ‘new/proposed’ example that does not accurately represent or reflect our 

industry.   

 

The current example in the 2007 Regulations has served the industry well.  There is no evidence, nor 

has there been any evidence produced by either employers or WorkSafe, to justify or legitimise such a 

change or amendment to this clause in the current regulation.  Therefore, the status quo must remain.  

 

Clause 331 Emergency Procedures 

This clause while welcomed, does not go far enough.  The WHS Model Regulations, at Part 3.2, Divison 

4, has an explicit and specific clause on this vital issue – “Duty to prepare, maintain and implement 

emergency plan”.   

 

We say this is far more effective and will raise the level of safety and improve health and safety 

outcomes for workers.  In our construction industry, many builders still totally rely on “emergency 

services” for their emergency procedures – contrary to WorkSafe Victoria advice/guidance which states 

otherwise, and only allows this as one measure, and not the “sole” procedure. 

 

For ease of compliance and enforcement, for consistency with the national WHS model and to raise the 

levels of health and safety in an acknowledged hazardous and dangerous industry – we say that this 

emergency procedure provision must apply throughout the entire industry – not simply when issues of 

“soil engulfment/entrapment” are raised. 
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General Comment: 

A last general comment is that there is nowhere explicitly stating that any/all personal protective 

equipment (PPE), that a worker is required to wear in the course of their duties must be provided and 

paid for by their employer (other than in the Asbestos section of the Regulation).  

 

We say this is a fundamental flaw in the overall legislative framework (not just in the Regulation). 

 

For the sake of clarity and consistency, we strongly urge that this provision – that is an employer having 

to pay and provide for all PPE required to be utilised by any of their employees in the course of their 

duties, is inserted as a general note in the Regulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


